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iʼm obviously a sucker for before + afters, but i also really love contests
and giveaways. the idea of winning something fantastic with no strings
attached makes me jump for joy. hence my boundless enthusiasm for the
inman companyʼs first annual ugly kitchen contest. one lucky michigan
family was given the title of ugliest kitchen ever, their prize, a brand new
$35,000 kitchen designed by the inman company.
the big time winners just happened to be the down to earth slack family.
the slack home has been in the family since the 1930s and in 1993 rick
and amy slack purchased it from their aunt. initially they began remodeling
the interior but after the arrival of their first child, priorities of where to
spend their time and money changed, and their kitchen rehaul project was
put on the back burner…until shane inman entered their lives. new
cabinets, countertops, flooring, lighting, appliances, and luxury amenities
were all donated by local suppliers and businesses to define the ideal
family kitchen. howʼs that for a winner winner chicken dinner?!
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i would especially like to thank erica aicher for sharing transformations
with us from the inman companyʼs archives.
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4 COMMENTS:
Brandi {not your average ordinary} said...
The after photos are incredible, though I have to say the before
kitchen isn't the worst I've ever seen. Bland and boring,
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absolutely, but at least it had good space to move around in. The
new breakfast bar -- that's fantastic. I need one of those.
FEBRUARY 25, 2011 12:15 PM
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Emom said...
WOW! I am truly impressed....smiles.
FEBRUARY 25, 2011 3:05 PM
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Anonymous said...
The door casing rocks!!! Great write-up.
FEBRUARY 27, 2011 10:43 PM
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Eat and Grow Rich said...
I like how the subway backsplash tile is on the verticle.....a very
different look.
FEBRUARY 28, 2011 9:22 PM
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